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(I) Astronomy and daily life of Muslims 

  Basically, when new crescent moon is observed in the western sky in 

the evening, a new Islamic lunar-month begins from the sunset.  So, 

the observation of the moon is very important.  One year consists of 

12 lunar months regardless seasons. 

 

  There are five prayers called “ṣalāt” daily, and time keeping is very 

important for muslims.  So, several sundials and water clocks were 

made. 

  There is an interesting record of the prayer time in the East India (now Indonesia) in 

the early 20th century (Izutsu, Toshihiko (井筒俊彦), 1942: Higashi-Indo ni-okeru Kaikyō 

Hōsei (東印度に於ける回教法制 , Islamic Law in East India, in Japanese), Tokyo, 

Tōa-kenkyūjo (東亜研究所), (also reissued in his Arabia Tetsugaku (アラビア哲学, Arabic 

Philosophy, in Japanese), Tokyo, Keio University Press (慶應義塾大学出版会), 2011), 

pp.29-30), as follows. 

(1) ẓuhr (after the time when the sun is going to move from its highest point and 

before the shadow becomes the same length (or double length) as the height of 

itself): Starting from 12 noon in East India (while starting shortly after 12 AM in 

Mecca). 

(2) ˁaṣr (in the afternoon after ẓuhr and before the sun is going to set): Done around 

half past 4 PM in East India (while done about 3 hours after ẓuhr in Mecca). 

(3) maghrib (after complete sunset within evening twilight): Done around 6 PM in 

East India (while done right after sunset in Mecca). 

(4) ˁishā (at night after evening twilight and before morning twilight (before 

sleeping)): Done around half past 8 PM in East India (while done about two hours 

after maghrib in Mecca). 

(5) ṣubḥ (after ishā and before sunrise): Done between 4 AM and 5 AM in East India 

(while done about one and a half hour before sunrise in Mecca). 

 

The direction of the Kaˁba in Mecca is called “Qibla”.  The prayers 

should be done towards this direction.  So, mathematical geography 

developed in the Islamic World. 

 

  It may also mentioned here that arithmetic and algebra were used for inheritance in the Islamic 

World. 
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(II) Mathematics in the Islamic World 

(A) Numerals and arithmetic 

The Indian system of numerals (decimal place value system with a symbol of zero) was 

introduced into the Islamic World around the 8
th
 century or so.  The following is the modern Arabic 

numerals. 

 

  Al-Uqlīdisī wrote The Book of Chapters on Hindu Arithmetic 

(952-953 CE), and used decimal fractions (probably for the first time).  

For example, in the case of 163.85, a short vertical mark was placed 

above “3”.  (See below.) 

 

 

  (From Berggren (1986), pp.36 – 37) 
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(B) Algebra 

The famous mathematician al-Khwārizmī (ca.780 – ca.850 CE) wrote The Condensed Book 

on the Calculation of al-Jabr and al-Muqābala.  This is a widely circulated work of algebra.  

The word “al-jabr” means the operation of restoring a quantity subtracted from one side of 

the equation to the other side to make it positive, and is the origin of the modern word 

“algebra”.  The word “al-muqābala” means replacing two terms of the same type, but on 

different sides of an equation, by their difference on the side of the larger. (See below.)  The 

author’s name “al-Khwārizmī” was transliterated as “Algorismus” in Latin, and this is the 

origin of the modern word “algorithm”. 
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  (From Berggren (1986), pp.102 - 104) 

  After al-Khwārizmī, algebra further developed in the Islamic World. 
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(C) Geometry 

The Greek works of geometry, the Elements of Euclid, Archimedes’ 

works, the Conics of Apollonios, etc., were translated into Arabic, and 

were studied and developed in the Islamic world. 

 

  The Greek original text from vol.5 through vol.7 of Apollonios’ 

Conics was lost, and only its Arabic translation is extant. 

 

  The conic section is very important in astronomy.  For example, the 

loci of the tip of gnomon shadow are hyperbolas (or a straight line on 

equinoctial days), and appear in horizontal sundials.  (See below.) 

 

  (From Berggren (1986), p/86) 

 

(D) Plane trigonometry 

In ancient Greece, the relationship between chord and arc of a circle was used for 

astronomical calculations.  In India, the relationship between a half chord and its 

corresponding arc was used for astronomical calculations.  It is the origin of trigonometry. 
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  The half chord is called “jyā” or “jīva” in Sanskrit.  It was 

transliterated as “jayb” in Arabic, and then translated as “sinus” in 

Latin.  This is the origin of the word “sine”. 

 

  The trigonometry was well developed in the Islamic World.  (See the following example.) 

 

  (From Berggren (1986), pp.138 – 139) 
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(E) Spherical trigonometry 

In ancient India, only plane trigonometry was used for spherical astronomy.  In 

the Islamic World, spherical astronomy was started to be used. 

  The following is an application of the spherical trigonometry to the 

determination of Qibla as an example. 
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  (From Van Brummelen (2013), pp.66 – 71, and 59 – 60.) 
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(III) Historical development of mathematics and 

astronomy in the Islamic World 

(A) The best days of the Abbasid Caliphate (around the mid-8
th

 

century – around the mid-10
th

 century) 

From the mid-8
th

 century, several Greek mathematical and astronomical works 

were translated into Arabic.  Thābit ibn Qurra (d.901 CE) translated several 

important works. 

  In this period, al-Khwārizmī (ca.780 – ca.850 CE) wrote work on Indian system 

of arithmetic, the famous work on algebra, etc. 

  Al-Battānī (ca.858 – 929 CE) made accurate observations, and developed 

Ptolemaic geocentric astronomy. 

 

(B) Development in Egypt and Spain besides West Asia (around the 

mid-10
th

 century – around the 12
th

 century) 

  Aṣ-Ṣūfī (903 – 986 CE) wrote a work on Greek constellations with several figures.  

(See below.) 

 

  (From Jacquart (2005), pp.30 – 31) 
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  Ibn Yūnus (d.1009 CE) made astronomical observations at Cairo, Egypt, and 

made the astronomical work al-zīj al-Kabīr al-Ḥākimī. 

  Ibn al-Haytham (ca.965 – ca.1039 CE) studied optics. 

  Al-Bīrūnī (973 – ca.1050 CE) wrote the astronomical work Masˁudic Canon, and 

some other astronomical works.  And also, his India is a very important account 

of Indian culture. 

  Al-Zarqālī (1029 – 1087 CE) made astronomical observations in Toledo, Spain, 

and made the astronomical work Toledan Tables. 

  ˁOmar Khayyām joined the work to compile a Persian solar calendar called 

“Jalālī calendar” (adopted from 1079). 

 

(C) Development in Central Asia besides West Asia (around the 

mid-13
th

 century – around the mid-15
th

 century) 

  Persian astronomer Naṣīr ad-Dīn aṭ-Ṭūsī (1201 – 1274 CE) made astronomical observations at 

Marāgha Observatory in Iran, and made the astronomical work Ilkhanic Tables. 

  Aṭ-Ṭūsī’s disciple ash-Shīrāzī (1236 – 1311 CE) also developed astronomy. 

  Ibn ash-Shāṭir (1306 – 1375 CE) made the double epicycle model. 
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  Ulugh Beg (1394 – 1449 CE) made astronomical observations at his 

Samarqand Observatory. 

 

  The following is a conjectured picture of the Samarqand Observatory (1420 CE). 

 

  (From Jacquart (2005), p.28) 
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(D) Development in Turkey, Iran, India etc. (around the 16
th

 

century – the 18/19
th

 century) 

In this period, modern science developed in Europe etc., but Islamic traditional science also 

developed in Turkey, Iran, India etc. 

 

  The following is a picture of the Istanbul Observatory in Turkey (the 16
th
 century). 

 

  (From Jacquart (2005), p.48) 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Mathematics and astronomy in Medieval Europe 

 

(I) Introduction of Arabic and Greek science into Medieval Europe 

(12
th

 – 13
th

 centuries) 

  In the 12
th

 – 13
th

 centuries, Islamic science was introduced to West 

Europe, and several Arabic texts were translated into Latin. 

  And also, Greek texts were introduced from Byzantine Empire, and 

Greek texts were translated into Latin. 

 

(II) Establishment of universities (from the 12
th

 century) 

  From the 12
th

 century, universities were created in Europe. 

 

  In their faculty of arts, seven liberal arts were studied. 

     Seven liberal arts: 

          “trivium”: grammar, rhetoric and logic, 

          “quadrivium”: arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and acoustic. 

And also, Aristotelian philosophy (natural philosophy, ethics and metaphysics) 

were studied. 

 

  After studying liberal arts, students could go to the faculty of theology, law or 

medicine. 

 

(III) Medieval European astronomy 

Sacrobosco 

  Johannes de Sacrobosco (the first half of the 13th century) wrote the 

Sphaera, which is a compendium of Ptolemaic astronomy.  (The detail of 

mathematical astronomy is not described there.)  This work was widely 

read. 

Alfonso X 

  Alfonso X of Castile, Spain (reign 1252 – 1284) composed the Alfonsine 

Tables.  It was widely used. 
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Nicolaus Cusanus 

  Nicolaus Cusanus (1401 – 1464 CE) wrote in his De docta ignorantia 

(1440) that the universe if infinite, and that there is no centre and the earth 

may move. 

Peuerbach and Johannes Müller 

  Georg von Peuerbach (1423 – 1461 CE) and his disciple Johannes Müller 

(Latin name Regiomontanus) (1436 – 1476 CE) wrote the Epitoma in 

Almagestum Ptolemaei (1496), which is a work on mathematical astronomy 

 

(IV) Mathematics for commerce 

Fibonacci 

  Leonardo da Pisa (= Fibonacci) (ca.1170 – ca.1250 CE) traveled several 

places with his father who was a merchant, and studied mathematics.  He 

wrote the Liber abaci (1202), which is a systematic compilation of 

mathematics at his time. 

Schools of practical mathematics 

  From the end of 13th century to the beginning of the 16th century, there 

were schools of practical mathematics for commerce etc. 

Luca Pacioli 

  Luca Pacioli (ca.1445 – 1517 CE) wrote the compilation of mathematics 

Summa de Arithmetica, Geometria, Proportion et Proportionalita (1494).  It 

is well known for its description of bookkeeping. 

 

(V) Mechanics (14th century) 

  Some people were trying to overcome Aristotelian mechanics. 

  One is Thomas Bradwardine (ca.1290 – 1349 CE) of Merton College of 

Oxford University. 

  Others are Jean Buridan (ca.1300 – ca.1358 CE) and Nicole Oresme 

(ca.1320 – 1382 CE) of the University of Paris. 
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  They used mathematics for the study of mechanics. 

 

(VI) Quantification of music 
  The mathematical theory of musical scales was already developed since ancient 

Greece.  In ancient Greece, music was monophony, and its rhythm need not be 

mathematical.  The following is an example of the medieval monophonic music 

Gregorian chant. 

 

  (From Toeda, Masako: 十枝正子（編著）『グレゴリア聖歌選集』（Cantus Gregoriani 

Selecti）、サン パウロ, 2004, p.203.) 
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  From the 9th or 10th century, polyphony was made, and the theory of rhythm was 

developed since the second half of the 13th century.  In order to express rhythm, “black 

mensural notation” (the 14th century – the mid-15th century) and “white mensural 

notation” (the mid-15th century – the late 16th century) were used in the early period.  

The following is an example of the “white mensural notation” of Ave maris stella of 

Josquin des Prés (ca.1440 – 1521). 

 

 

  (From Minagawa, Tatsuo: 皆川達夫『楽譜の歴史』、音楽之友社, 1985, pp.44 – 45.) 
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(VII) Geometry for drawings 
  At the time of Renaissance (around the 14th – 16th centuries), fine art was highly 

developed.  In order to draw realistic pictures, “perspective” was developed.  It is a 

kind of applied geometry.  Early theory of perspective was developed by Brunelleschi 

(1377 – 1446 CE) and Alberti (1404 – 1472 CE). 

  In a manuscript written by Piero della Francesca (1418? – 1492 CE), the method of 

perspective is clearly explained.  (See Fig.1 below.) 

 

  (From: Yokoyama, Tadashi: 横山正（解説、翻訳、製図）『アール・ヴィヴァン叢書、

空間の発見①、ヴィアトールの透視図法 1505』、リブロポート, (1981), p.81) 

 

  In the above Fig.1, a square fghi on a ground bcde is drawn.  Firstly, a vertical 

square bcd’e’ is drawn, and a reversed square f ’g’h’i’ is drawn in it.  Then, as in Fig.2, 

from the point A (which corresponds to the point i’), two sets of lines are drawn: 

     (1):  A ⇒ P ⇒ (A). 

     (2):  A ⇒ Q ⇒ R ⇒ S ⇒ (A). 

The cross point (A) corresponds to the point i in Fig.1. 
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  The following is from De artificiali perspectiva (1505 CE) of Viator 

 

   (From: Yokoyama, Tadashi: 横山正（解説、翻訳、製図）『アール・ヴィヴァン叢書、

空間の発見①、ヴィアトールの透視図法 1505』、リブロポート, (1981)) 
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  The following is from a text book of drawing (1525 CE) by Dühler 81471 – 1528 CE). 

 

(From: Yokoyama, Tadashi: 横山正（解説、翻訳、製図）『アール・ヴィヴァン叢書、

空間の発見①、ヴィアトールの透視図法 1505』、リブロポート, (1981), p.68) 

 

  Dühler’s method to draw ellipse and parabola: 

 

  (From: 三浦伸夫『数学の歴史』、放送大学教育振興会, 2013, p.152) 
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  From a manuscript of Leonard da Vinci (1452 – 1519 CE) 

 

  (From Leonard da Vinci, The Complete Works, UK, David & Charles, 2006, p.355) 
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(VIII) Navigation 
 

  Columbus (1451 – 1506) arrived at America in 1492 CE.  At that time latitude could 

be determined by astronomical observations, but longitude could not be determined 

accurately.  So, it was usual to sail westwards or eastwards keeping the same latitude. 

 

 

  (From Phillips and Phillips: The Worlds of Christopher Columbus, Cambridge, 

Cambridge University Press, 1992, p.2) 

 

  At that time, magnetic compass, quadrant, and mariner ’s astrolabe were used for 

navigation. 

  The altitude of heavenly bodies, when they cross the meridian, was observed to obtain 

latitude.  For example, the altitude of the celestial north pole of the altitude of the 

midday sun at equinoctial days corresponds to the latitude of the observer.  If the 

observation of the sun is made in days other than equinoctial days, the result is 

corrected by the sun’s declination. 
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  The quadrant and the mariner’s astrolabe: 

 

  (From: Freiesleben, Hans-Christian: Geschichte der Navigation, Wiesbaden, Franz 

(There is a Japanese translation of this book: フライエスレーベン（坂本賢三訳）『航海術

の歴史』、岩波書店, 1983) 
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(IX) Cartography 
 

  Martin Behaim (1459 – 1507) made the first terrestrial globe in 1492. 

 

  Behaim’s globe (From: 織田武雄『地図の歴史』、講談社学術文庫, 2018, pp.76 – 77) 

 

  Mercator (1512 – 1594) devised Mercator’s projection, and made maps. 

 

  Mercator’s world map (1569) (From: 織田武雄『地図の歴史』、講談社学術文庫, 2018, 

p.144) 
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Appendix ----- The principle of astrolabe 
  The astrolabe is a sophisticated instrument for the observation of the altitude of 

heavenly body, and the graphical astronomical calculations for, for example, the 

determination of time etc.  The astrolabe is originated in the ancient Hellenistic World, 

and well developed in the Islamic World etc. 

 

  (From Jacquart (2005), p.59 etc.) 

 

  The following is from Ôhashi (1997). 
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  (From: Ôhashi, Yukio: “Early History of the Astrolabe in India”, Indian Journal of History of 

Science, 32(3), 1997, 199-295; pp.202 – 209) 
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